The Loring Greenway Association (LGA) is a volunteer non-profit organization that partners with private and public entities to preserve and enhance the Loring Greenway, a premier urban garden and pedestrian connection between Loring Park and the Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

LGA was challenged by severe drought and the continuing grip of COVID-19. Yet, the Loring Greenway was kept beautiful by generous donors and dedicated volunteers performing over 2500 hours of gardening and administrative tasks.

PUBLIC PARTNERS

City of Minneapolis
The City of Minneapolis has licensed LGA through its Downtown Minneapolis Greening Partnership Initiative to perform three activity categories on the Loring Greenway: plants, trees and activities/programs. LGA committee reports found below describe how these activities categories were fulfilled in 2021.

The City of Minneapolis Public Works Department (DPW) is responsible for lawn care, snow, leaf and trash removal, light bulb replacement and similar tasks on the Loring Greenway. Most of these duties fell to DPW employees Mark Clark (January-March) and his successor Tim Greene. LGA works with DPW to resolve safety and infrastructure issues on the Loring Greenway.

Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board
The Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board Forestry Department (MPRB) is responsible for tree maintenance on city property, including the Loring Greenway.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Gardening Committee: Fred Aden (section coordinator), Richard Anderson (assistant chair, section coordinator), Nicholas Deacon (native plants advisor), Lee Frelich (native plants and tree advisor), Rebecca Gross (professional gardener contractor), Mary Alyce Krohnke (master gardener), Peggy MacRae (master gardener, plant labels), Mary Maier (chair), Maureen Meier (assistant chair), Claire Selkurt (master gardener), Marsha Weidenhammer (section coordinator)

PLANTS AND TREES
The garden committee and 61 Adopt-a-Garden participants logged approximately 2200 hours:

- Designing, enhancing and replacing gardens
- Selecting and installing plants to attract pollinators
- Planting, watering, weeding and tidying gardens
- Identifying additions for native plant garden
- Promoting tree health and diversification
- Managing contract work with Hand and Hoe Garden Care, Rainbow Tree Care and Winick Landscape
Events
Events is the third activity category listed in LGA’s license with the City of Minneapolis. On May 27, LGA and Hyatt Regency Minneapolis co-sponsored a farewell party for DPW employee Mark Clark (middle in olive/tan shirt). He accepted a promotion after his 11-year assignment on the Loring Greenway. The event was reported in the Star Tribune.

INFRASTRUCTURE: Richard Anderson, Mary Keefe, Mary Maier, Laura Mattson, Maureen Meier, John Van Heel (chair)

This committee advocates for infrastructure improvements on the Loring Greenway. The committee spent approximately 40 hours:
- Piloting sidewalk decals to slow down scooters and bicycles
- Installing signs to discourage skateboarding and climbing on fountains
- Applying colorful lettering on kiosks and south and west entrance posts identifying LGA and the Loring Greenway
- Prompting DPW to fill-in a semi-hidden space on playground that adults were using as restroom

NEWSLETTER
The Loring Greenway Association News was published four times during the year.

FINANCES
Expenditures
LGA’s 2021 expenditures totaled $41,853.35 in the categories shown here.
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Contributions
LGA received 2021 contributions totaling $42,292.07 from donor types shown here.

2021 LGA DONOR TYPES

INDIVIDUAL DONORS | DONOR ADVISORS
Anonymous           | Jane and Ogden Confer
Fred Aden and Hal Chader | Jeanne Corwin
Woody and Cynthia Andrews | Kathleen Coskran
Nancy Albrecht       | Barbara and Edwin Coyle
Karthik Alva         | Christine and Peter Cundall
Richard Anderson     | Diana Darden
Bob and Nancy Anderson | Jack and Pat Davies
Nettie Andrews       | John W. Dayton
Mickey Armstrong     | Nick and Elizabeth Ann Deacon
Karen Bachman        | Anne Halloran and Curt Deering
Kaye Barry           | Linda Dingle
Vincent Barton       | Jerry Dudley
Virginia Barzan      | Barbara Dunkel
Thomas and Mary Beaumont | Timothy and Rita Ebner
Anita Bennet         | Suzanne Edwards
Ruth A. Benson       | Jim and Helen Ehrlich
Margit and Tom Berg  | Jean Emanuelson
Christine Bonnes     | Diane Englund and Gerald Cucci
Greg Boorsma         | Eric Eskola
Dean Born and Alan Bode | Hope Esparolini
Robert Brambl        | Mary Everett and Robert Briscoe
David Braslau        | Richard and Adele Evidon
Paul and Jane Brissett | Leon Extrand
Joan Brownell        | Andrew and Elizabeth Finsness
Patrick Burns        | Carol Fitzpatrick
Don Cameron and Ray Roger | Janet Flagel
Paula Carlson and Thomas Schattauer | Dick and Carol Flynn
Bonnie and Rob Carlson | Keith and Betsy Ford
Lisa Smith and Scott Carlson | Michael and Maryfaith Fox
Collins and Barbara Cavender | Flo Francis
Sydna Cheever        | Byron and Shirley Frank
Annali Cler          | Lee Freligh
Carol and Dan Frenning
Paul Frye
Pali Gall
Stephen Gangstead
Gregory Gaut and Marsha Neff
Robert George and Jon Maggs
Micheal Gloss
David Goldstein and Don Pastor
Jean and Bert Greener
Judy and Bob Gross
Lorraine Hart
Jacquelyn Hauser
Dianne Heins
Sarah Helgen
Mike and Karel Helgeson
Donald and JoAnne Heltner
Arthur and Susan Hemmy
Stephen R Henderson
Hope Hensley
Nora and Dennis Hunchar
Harry Jacob
Frank Jaskulke
Norman Jensen and Joyce Sheffer
Deanna and Kevin Johnson
Carol Johnson
Marty Jones
Edward Jones and Blair Setterlund
Sue Jones
Tom Joyce
Ellen and Myron Just
Patricia Kane
Merry Keefe
Jean Kennedy
Kenneth and Beth Roering
Jared and Nancy Kieling
Kloehn Family Fund
Jennifer Korbel
Thomas Korsman
Jennifer Korsmo
Mary Kramer
Thomas and Michele Krenn
Mary Alyce and Duane Krohnke
La Vonne Landsverk
Susan and Mark Lasoff
Tom and Kate Law
Diane Lawrence
Stefanie Lenway and Thomas Murtha
John Leonhard and Ken Berland
Bill and Gloria Levin
Maryellen Lewis
Leyasmeyer Giving Fund
Dean Lillestrand
Kelvin Lim
Debra Linder
Loring Greenway Neighbors
Linda Luksan and David Munn
James Macknick and John Pemberton
Gary and Renee Macomber
Nancy and Rom Maczka
Helmut and Mary Maier
Charles Malkerson
Michael Malver
Judy Marcouiller and Don Garner
Donald and Gail Marti
Sally Martineau
Marx Family Fund
Laura Mattson
Maureen Meier
Nancy Moehle
Jack and Regina Moore
Mark and Pam Moret
James L. Morrison
Diane Mortimer
Larry Page and Carole Mottaz
Joseph and Yvonne Mullen
Jim and Fran Mullin
Reuben Murray
Mark Nammacher and Mary Stranik
JoAnn Nedberg
Julie Nelson
Bruce and Jane Nelson
Ed and Deanna Newman
Jo Nichols
Dennis and Susan Nielsen
In Honor of John Heinrichs
Glyn Northington
Kevin and Sandra O'Brien
William and Heidi Oehler
Carole Mae Olson
Don and Florence Ostrom
Reino Paaso and Connie Nowacki
Andreas and Susan Papanicolaou
Betsy Peregoy and Janice Hunton
Carole Peterson
Pauline Posten
Allan Press and Mary Osterkamp
Gene and Pat Radecki
Michael Rankinen
Jane Ranum
Linda Rasmussen
Peter and Mary Ritten
Harry Roesch
Thomas and Gwynn Rosen
Don Rudrud
Bernie Runyon
Mary Dow Ryerse and Allen Gooch
J D Samuelson
Darien Sanberg
Jan Sandberg
Linda Satorius
Linda and John Satorius
Claire Selkurt and Diane Legg
Joe Selvaggio
Lawrence M. Shapiro
Emily and Dan Shapiro
Merle Shapiro
Gale Sharpe
Joyce Sheffer
John Shekleton
Trish Simo Kush and Patrick Kush
Linda Slarks
Olivia and Joe Smedsrud
Bill and Roxanne Soth
Arturo Steely
John and Marcia Stout
William and Jerri Sudderth
Marcia and Joe Sullivan
Jerry and Sandy Svee
Helen Swedien
Lynne Thompson
Richard Tow
Judy and Mark Tucker
Tom and Diana Ursin
Ruth Spieg Usem
John Van Heel
Paula Vesely
John Kueck and Susan Viking-Kueck
Kate Walker
Mary and Bill Walker

Thomas and Janet Walker
Doug Wallace and Peggy Hunter
Susan Walukievicz
Kurt and Marsha Weidenhammer
William and Julia Weiler
Jon and Sally Westby
Leslie White
James Wickham
Scott Wilkins
John Wodele and Susan Gaertner

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS
1200 on the Mall Association
Greenway Gables Association
Loring Green East Condominium Association, Inc.
Loring Green West Condominium Association, Inc.
The Tower of 1200 on the Mall Association

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFTS
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Online Giving Foundation, Inc.
Ameriprise Financial, Inc.
Medtronic Foundation
UBS Matching Gifts Program

THANK YOU!